Consilium safety solutions
for marine applications
Consilium is a well established company within the marine industry, with a long experience of developing innovative and high quality products. When choosing Consilium you will get a type approved product together with a life time commitment from an advisory partner, providing first class support and excellent service fulfilling your specific needs.

Consilium - protecting human lives, the environment and big assets. When safety matters!

Every valuable minute counts
Keep sailing without unnecessary stops by letting us take responsibility for your system. We know the importance of safety and making every valuable minute count!

Strategically located spare depots
All our subsidiaries and spare depots are strategically located along the major trade routes, ensuring the shortest lead time possible as well as minimizing the risk of your operational downtime.

Consilium Global After Sales

Service on demand when you need us
More than 120 Consilium employed engineers and a large number of engineers employed by partners and agents worldwide are standing by, ready to provide service on demand at short leadtime.

We are available for you 24/7. Try us!

24/7 Emergency support
Call +46 776 70 00 80
Your success is our success

Let us be your advisory partner within safety, helping you succeed in the long run. We have the knowledge, long experience, products and the global network required.

Completely predictable - cutting cost
By knowing when something is about to go wrong before it actually does, you have the possibility to fix any fault before it occurs, maximizing your operational uptime.

With Consilium’s remote access, diagnostics can be performed from shore. By predicting the ships performance you can save both money and time, making every valuable minute count.

More time for your staff to focus on your business
If a service visit is needed, you will get quick and accurate support. Our Consilium employed engineers and a large number of engineers employed by partners and agents worldwide are standing by, ready to provide well prepared service, ensuring your system’s uptime to make sure your staff can focus on your business.

Strategically located subsidiaries and spare depots
Our subsidiaries and spare depots are strategically located along the major trade routes, ensuring the shortest lead time possible. We know that time is money and always strive to keep your shipping safe and efficient, without downtime.

Long system lifetime saving time and money
Whether your system is equipped with a new or old system, Consilium is always able to deliver a spare part solution.

Our spares have the best backward compatibility on the market, providing the correct solution for your specific needs, prolonging the lifetime of your system and minimizing the total lifetime cost.
Safe and efficient shipping protecting human lives, the environment

As the world’s most chosen supplier within the field, Consilium offers a wide selection of advanced high tech safety system solutions for all kinds of vessels, such as cruise, cargo, LNG, navy, offshore etc.

By thinking and acting quality throughout, we truly understand the operational requirements onboard modern ships and its safe and dependable operation for a long time.

Close partnership with our customers
All Consilium systems are designed, manufactured and approved by all major statutory bodies and certified by all major classification societies and flag states where applicable. Though, we are not limited by rules and regulations.

Our Salwico fire detection systems and Salwico gas detection systems are both developed in close partnership with our customers and we always welcome the challenge to go beyond what is compulsory in order to satisfy our customer’s specific needs and requirements.

Common platform simplifies integration
Our latest safety solutions are based on the advanced technical base, CCP (Consilium Common Platform), built on all the knowledge and experience from our well-known brand name Salwico. The platforms modular design enables simplified integration with external components, such as monitoring and alarm systems.

Maintenance agreement

Lower your cost through better planning!
Consilium’s range of service agreements focuses on preventive maintenance, saving man hours, operating hours and money.

Via remote access Consilium can monitor and ensure that your Consilium systems have a healthy status.

Ensure clear annual operation costs
With Consilium’s maintenance agreement, you can predict and ensure a lower service cost. Regardless of which level of service agreement you choose, you will benefit from the best service within the market.

Crew and operator training
Consilium offers crew and operator training according to your specific needs. After attending our training you will be able to perform day to day operation and maintenance.

The training is arranged by Consilium authorized personnel, either onboard or at a location of your choice.
When Safety Matters

Retrofit services

Consilium is specialized in retrofit, offering a wide range of solutions.

Our retrofit solutions are applicable for everything from minor conversions to major turn-key installations, regardless of currently installed equipment.

Let our engineers run your retrofit projects, from in-office preparation to on-board installation, leading the installation team meeting your dead-line.

So far we have completed more than 500 retrofits around the world!

With a Consilium retrofit you will benefit from:
- Retrofit-in-operation without downtime or lack of income.
- Best backward compatibility on the market
- A production line set to handle short delivery time when needed.
- An after sales team around the world assisting you with resources for meeting customer requirements for short lead time requests.

Loop based detection

The new innovative design enables fewer cable loops simplifying installation and allowing special applications with detection in hard to reach compartments, i.e. detection in harsh environment.

User friendly operation and installation

Our systems are always designed with user-friendliness in mind regards to both installation and operation. They are software-based with self instructing control panels with clear and easily understood menus on the display.

Superior reliability and availability

As the Salwico fire detection systems and the Salwico gas detection systems are built on one common modular platform based on Consilium’s long experience from the marine industry, they offer superior reliability and availability, making them cost efficient and flexible.
Additional safety features

Consilium Remote Access

Keep track of the vessels performance 24/7 from anywhere in the world

With Consilium’s remote access services, the data recorders of your fire and gas detection systems become available for cost-efficient remote diagnostics 24/7, regardless of the vessels location, increasing the onboard safety significantly and allowing you to keep sailing without unnecessary stops.

Keep sailing without unnecessary stops
Remote Access enables diagnostics from shore, minimizing the need for onboard service visits. When a service visit is needed, it is well prepared, quick and efficient ensuring your system’s uptime as well as reducing your cost.

SIL 2
Consilium’s SIL classified systems support the design of SIL 1 and SIL 2. Our SIL approved solutions are based on the latest technology offering many benefits such as built in self test, which results in increased uptime and less frequent proof test intervals.

Safe Return To Port
As a ship is its own best lifeboat, Consilium offers solutions helping ship designers, shipyards and ship owners to fulfil the SOLAS requirements about vessels having to be able to safely return to port after a casualty case.

World wide sales organization

E-mail: got.sales@consilium.se
www.consilium.se

- Consilium Offices
- Sales & Service Representatives